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Thanks for purchasing one of our birthday boards!
We hope it becomes a treasured keepsake to keep a track of all those important
celebrations in your growing family!
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Installation
• Our suggested installation method is via the included poster strips - apply a poster
strip pair to each of the acrylic standoffs on the back - three of them for traditional
birthday boards, and four for family tree and life begins boards. It’s important to apply
them all! Then remove the paper backing for the wall side, place it up against the wall,
and apply firm pressure for 30 seconds to activate the adhesive.
• Note: the poster strips work best on smooth sealed surfaces, like a painted wall. They
don’t work on brick, raw concrete, or in very high humidity locations.
• The second method uses the hidden keyholes on the back. You may need to remove
the supplied poster strips to access the keyhole. Measure the gap and drill holes in the
wall, adding screws. You can then slip the birthday board over the screws. This method
does require some accuracy on the holes - we recommend measuring twice!
• If you have very small children, we recommend hanging the board up a little bit
higher, so long chains of tokens are not reachable.
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Adding and removing tokens
• The easiest way to add or remove tokens is to take the board off the wall first - the
supplied poster strips make this easy as they separate into two parts for quick reinstallation. Just pull the board gently and the velcro will separate.
• Place the board on the edge of a table, with the holes at the bottom just overhanging
the edge of the table. This allows easier access to the tokens.
• Using your fingers, you can twist the jump rings apart at the join, and then thread
them through the token, and the token above it, or into the board for the top token.
Then twist it back closed again.
• To remove, reverse the process.
• If you’re having issues, a small pair of pliers may help!
• The only limit to the number of tokens on a chain is how far up the wall you’ve
mounted it - once it reaches the floor, it’s time to move it up!
• Need extra tokens? You can order them online via our website.
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Removing from the wall
• To remove it from the wall, pull it gently away from the wall. The poster strips will split
into two parts; a wall part and a hanger part. You can then remove the wall parts by
gently pulling down only on the tabs. Pull slowly to avoid removing paint.
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Issues or Questions?
If you have any issues at all, please email us at hello@footeandflame.com.au and
we’ll fix it for you!
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